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Abstract
Machine reading comprehension (MRC) requires reasoning
about both the knowledge involved in a document and knowl-
edge about the world. However, existing datasets are typically
dominated by questions that can be well solved by context
matching, which fail to test this capability. To encourage the
progress on knowledge-based reasoning in MRC, we present
knowledge-based MRC in this paper, and build a new dataset
consisting of 40,047 question-answer pairs. The annotation
of this dataset is designed so that successfully answering the
questions requires understanding and the knowledge involved
in a document. We implement a framework consisting of
both a question answering model and a question generation
model, both of which take the knowledge extracted from the
document as well as relevant facts from an external knowl-
edge base such as Freebase/ProBase/Reverb/NELL. Results
show that incorporating side information from external KB
improves the accuracy of the baseline question answer sys-
tem. We compare it with a standard MRC model BiDAF, and
also provide the difficulty of the dataset and lay out remaining
challenges.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in Ma-
chine reading comprehension (MRC), which plays a vital
role in the assessment of how well a machine could un-
derstand natural language. Several datasets (Rajpurkar et al.
2016; Onishi et al. 2016; Hill et al. 2015) for machine read-
ing comprehension have been released in recent years and
have driven the evolution of powerful neural models. How-
ever, much of the research up to now has been dominated
by answering questions that can be well solved solved us-
ing superficial information, yet struggles to do accurate nat-
ural language understanding and reasoning. For example, Jia
and Liang (2017) show that existing machine learning sys-
tems for MRC perform poorly under adversarial evaluation.
Recent developments in MRC datasets (Kocisky et al. 2018;
Rajpurkar, Jia, and Liang 2018; Welbl, Stenetorp, and Riedel
2018) have heightened the need for deep understanding.
Knowledge has a pivotal role in accurately understand-
ing and reasoning natural language in MRC. Previous re-
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search (Hirsch 2003; Carrell 1983) has established that hu-
man reading comprehension requires both words and world
knowledge. In this paper, we consider words and world
knowledge in the format of triplets (subject, predicate, ob-
ject). Specifically, we believe the advantages of using knowl-
edge in MRC are three-fold. First, utilizing knowledge in
MRC supports reasoning over multiple triplets because a
single triplet may not cover the entire question. Multi-hop
reasoning is also a long-standing goal in question answer-
ing. Second, building a question answering system based
on triplet-style knowledge facilitates the interpretability of
the decision making process. Triplets organize the docu-
ment together with KBs as a graph, where a well-designed
model such as PCNet, which we will describe in a later
section, expressly reveal rationales for their predictions.
Third, representing the documents as knowledge allows for
ease of accessing and leveraging the knowledge from ex-
ternal/background knowledge because the knowledge repre-
sentation of a document is easily consistent with both man-
ually curated and automatically extracted KBs.
In this paper, we present knowledge based machine read-
ing comprehension, which requires reasoning over triplet-
style knowledge involved in a document. However, we find
published dataset do not sufficiently support this task. We
conduct preliminary exploration on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et
al. 2016). We use a strong open IE algorithm (Del Corro and
Gemulla 2013) to extract triplets from the documents and
observe that only 15% of instances have an answer that is
exactly the same as the corresponding subject/object in the
extracted triplets. To do knowledge-based MRC, We build
a new dataset consisting of 40,047 examples for the knowl-
edge based MRC task. The annotation of this dataset is de-
signed so that successfully answering the questions requires
understanding and the knowledge involved in a document.
Each instance is composed of a question, a set of triplets
derived from a document, and the answer.
We implement a framework consisting of both a ques-
tion answering model and a question generation model, both
of which take the knowledge extracted from the document
as well as relevant facts from an external knowledge base
such as Freebase/ProBase/Reverb/NELL. The question an-
swering model gives each candidate answer a score by mea-
suring the semantic relevance between representation and
the candidate answer representation in vector space. The
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question generation model provides each candidate answer
with a score by measuring semantic relevance between the
question and the generated question based on the seman-
tics of the candidate answer. We implement an MRC model
BiDAF (Seo et al. 2017) as a baseline for the proposed
dataset. To test the scalability of our approach in leveraging
external KBs, we use both manually created and automat-
ically extracted KBs, including Freebase (Bollacker et al.
2008), ProBase (Wu et al. 2012), NELL (Carlson et al. 2010)
and Reverb (Fader, Soderland, and Etzioni 2011). Experi-
ments show that incorporating evidence from external KBs
improves both the matching-based and question generation-
based approaches. Qualitative analysis shows the advantages
and limitations of our approaches, as well as the remaining
challenges.
Task Definition and Dataset
We formulate the task of knowledge based machine reading
comprehension, which is abbreviated as KBMRC, and de-
scribe the dataset built for KBMRC and the external open
KBs leveraged in this work.
Task Definition The input of KBMRC includes a natural
language question q, a knowledge base kbd derived from the
document d, and potentially an external knowledge base kbe.
Both kbd and kbe consist of a set of triplets {f1, ..fi, ..fn},
in which a triplet fi is composed of a subject sbji, a pred-
icate predi, and one or more arguments arg1i, arg2i, etc.
The output is an subject or an argument from kbd which cor-
rectly answers the question q. Figure 1 gives an example to
illustrate the task.
the sequence of amino acids was discovered by frederick
sanger .  the sequence of a protein is unique to that protein ,  
and defines the structure and function of the protein .
who discovered the chemical composition of proteins
text
question
doc KB
the sequence of amino acids by frederick sanger
was discovered
(answer)
the structure of the protein
the sequence of a protein 
the function of the protein
open KB
(NELL)
1. amino acids is protein
2. amino acids is chemical
3. frederick sanger is scientist
open KB
(ProBase)
1. amino acids          is-an-instan product of proteolysis
2. frederick sanger   is-an-instanc british molecular biologist
is
is
is
i -instance-of
is- tance-of
Figure 1: An example that illustrates the task.
Dataset Construction We build our dataset upon We-
bAssertions (Yan et al. 2018), which is valuable to us as each
sample of in this dataset contains a document-question pair
and triplets extracted from the document by an open IE al-
gorithm (Del Corro and Gemulla 2013). Questions are col-
lected from the search log of a search engine and documents
are collected from a commercial search engine’s search re-
sult. However, they do not annotate which subject/argument
from a triplet is the answer. Based on this consideration, we
make further annotations in order to point out which sub-
ject/argument is the correct answer. To reduce annotation
efforts, we take every argument from a correct triplet as the
candidate answer and provide each annotator with a question
and a document. Annotators are asked to determine whether
a subject/argument is a correct answer or not. We assign each
candidate to three annotators and only collect the instances
that are labeled as correct by no less than two annotators.
Statistics of the dataset are given in Table 1. The distribu-
tion of questions in our dataset is given in Table 2.
# of training instances 30,461
# of dev instances 4,481
# of test instances 5,105
Avg. triplets / document 5.85
Avg. arguments / document 14.27
Avg. predicates / document 5.85
Avg. words / argument 3.14
Avg. words / predicate 1.31
Avg. words / question 5.95
Table 1: Statistics of the dataset we create for KBMRC.
To measure the complexity of the dataset, we use a rule-
based approach to detect the anchor and measure the cover-
age of correct answers through 1-hop and 2-hop paths. The
details of how we get the anchor and the paths are described
in Section Approach Overview. We observe that the cover-
age of 1-hop candidates is 55.6% and that of 2-hop candi-
dates is 69.6%. This indicates that deep/multi-hop inference
is required in this dataset.
Type who what where when how other
# 5815 6,377 5,860 3,423 8,628 9,944
% 14.5% 15.9% 14.6% 8.5% 21.5% 24.8%
Table 2: Distribution of questions in our dataset.
We believe that one advantage of KBMRC is that the
form of knowledge representation of a document is anal-
ogous to that of large-scale knowledge bases. To explore
the scalability of our approach, we investigate our publicly
available KBs which have been used for open question an-
swering. Statistical information on the open KBs are given
in Fader, Zettlemoyer, and Etzioni (2014), from which we
can find that these KBs include both manually curated ones
(e.g. Freebase) and the ones that are automatically extracted
from web documents (e.g. Reverb, ProBase, NELL). We use
each open KB individually in the experiment and report the
results in the next section.
Approach Overview
Our framework consists of a question answering model and
a question generation model.
We implement two question answering models, which di-
rectly measure the semantic similarity between questions
and candidate answers in the semantic space. First, to make
the model’s prediction more explainable, we implement a
path based QA model PCNet. In this model, to get candidate
answers from the triplets based document for a given ques-
tion. We first retrieve the an “anchor” point1 arg1i or arg2i
in the document fact fi. These anchors are selected based
on edit distance between the words in the questions and the
arguments. Then we regard all arguments in the 1-hops and
2-hops fact of the anchors as answers. However, the cover-
age of the candidate answers can be 100% in the model. We
then implement a second end-to-end neural model KVMen-
Net which covers all the answers but with less interpretabil-
ity. Both models generate a score fqa(q, a) of each candidate
answer.
We then implement a generation-based model. The moti-
vation to design this model is that we want to associate nat-
ural language phrases with knowledge based representation.
It takes semantics of a candidate answer as the input and
generates a question qˆ. Then a paraphrasing model gives a
score fqg(q, qˆ), which is computed between the generated
question qˆ and the original question q , as the ranking score.
We get the final scores S(q, a) used for ranking as fol-
lows.
S(q, a) = λfqa(q, a) + (1− λ)fqg(q, qˆ) (1)
Question Candidate answer
QA Model
Paraphrase Model
final score
QA score QG score
QG Model
Figure 2: Approach overview.
Moreover, we incorporate side information from external
KBs into the three models. The details of how we use ex-
ternal KBs to enhance the representation of elements in the
document KB will be described in section Incorporating Ex-
ternal Knowledge.
The Question Answering Model
In this section, we present two matching models to measure
the semantic relatedness between the question and the can-
didate answer in the vector semantic space. Afterwards, we
introduce our strategy that incorporates open KB as external
knowledge to enhance both models.
QA Model 1: PCNet
We follow Bordes, Chopra, and Weston; Dong et al. (2014;
2015) and develop PCNet, which is short for path- and
1The anchor point is a subject/object mentioned in the question.
context- based neural network. In PCNet, candidate answers
come from arguments of the document KB, and each can-
didate answer is represented with its neighboring arguments
and predicates as well as its path from the anchor in the doc-
ument KB. We use a rule-based approach based on string
fuzzy match to detect the anchor. Each argument is mea-
sured by
∑
i,j I(argi, qj), where i and j iterate across argu-
ment words and question words, respectively. I(x, y) is an
indicator function whose value is 1 if the minimum edit dis-
tance between x and y is no more than 1, otherwise it is 0.
The arguments linked to the anchor with 1-hop and 2-hop
paths are regarded as candidate answers. Since an argument
might include multiple words, such as “the popular angry
bird game”, we use GRU based RNN to get the vector rep-
resentation of each argument/predicate. The path represen-
tation vp is computed by averaging the vectors of elements
in the path. Similarly, we use another RNN to get the vector
of each neighboring argument/predicate, and average them
to get the context vector vc.
We represent the question q using a bidirectional RNN
layer based on the GRU unit. The concatenation of the last
hidden vectors from both directions is used as the question
vector vq . The dot product is used to measure the semantic
relevance between the b b question and two types of evi-
dence.
fqa(q, a) = v
T
q vp + v
T
q vc (2)
QA Model 2: KVMemNet
Despite the interpretability of PCNet, the coverage of an-
chor detection limits the upper bound of the approach. We
implement a more powerful method based on the key-value
memory network (Miller et al. 2016), KVMemNet for short,
which has proven powerful in KB-based question answer-
ing.
The KVMenNet could be viewed as a “soft” matching ap-
proach, which includes a parameterized memory consisting
of key-value pairs. Intuitively, keys are used for matching
with the question, and values are used for matching to the
candidate answer. Given a KB fact (subj, pred, obj), We
consider both directions and add two key-value pairs in the
memory, namely (key = subj + pred, value = obj) and
(key = obj + pred, value = subj). The vectors of argu-
ments/predicates are calculated the same way as described
in PCNet. The concatenation of two vectors is used as the
key vector vkey .
Each memory item is assigned a relevance probability by
comparing the question to each key.
αkeyi = softmax(vq · vkeyi) (3)
Afterwards, vectors in memory (vvalue) are weighted
summed according to their addressing probabilities, and the
vector vo is returned.
vo =
∑
i
αkeyivvaluei (4)
In PCNet, reasoning over two facts is achieved by incorpo-
rating 2-hop paths, while in KVMemNet this is achieved by
repeating the memory access process twice. After receiving
the result vo, we update the query with q2 = R(vq + vo),
where R is model parameter. Finally, after a fixed number
n hops (n = 2 in this work), the resulting vector is used
to measure the relevance to candidate answers via the dot
product.
Training and Inference
Let D = {(qi, ai); i = 1, . . . , |D|} be the training data con-
sisting of questions qi paired with their correct answer ai.
We train both matching models with a margin-based rank-
ing loss function, which is calculated as follows, where m is
the margin (fixed to 0.1) and a¯ is randomly sampled from a
set of incorrect candidates A¯.
|D|∑
i=1
∑
a¯∈A¯(qi)
max{0,m− S(qi, ai) + S(qi, a¯)}, (5)
For testing, given a question q, the model predicts the an-
swer based on the following equation, where A(q) is the
candidate answer set.
aˆ = argmaxa′∈A(q)S(q, a
′) (6)
The Question Generation Model
In this section, we present the generation model which gen-
erates a question based on the semantics of a candidate an-
swer. Afterward, we introduce how our paraphrasing model,
which measures the semantic relevance between the gener-
ated question and the original question, is pretrained.
Hierarchical seq2seq Generation Model
Our question generation model takes the path between an
“anchor” and the candidate answer, and outputs a question.
We adopt the sequence to sequence architecture as our basic
question generation model due to its effectiveness in natural
language generation tasks. The hierarchical encoder and the
hierarchical attention mechanism are introduced to take into
account the structure of the input facts. Facts from external
KBs are conventionally integrated into the model using the
same way as described in the matching model.
(answer)(anchor)
𝑨𝒕𝒕𝒇𝒄𝒕
𝑨𝒕𝒕𝒘𝒓𝒅
ℎ𝑡
𝑓𝑐𝑡
ℎ𝑡
𝑤𝑟𝑑
𝑠𝑢𝑏1 𝑠𝑢𝑏2 𝑠𝑢𝑗3 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑1 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑2 𝑜𝑏𝑗1 𝑜𝑏𝑗2
word
fact
subject predicate object
ℎ𝑡−1
𝑑𝑒𝑐 ℎ𝑡+1
𝑑𝑒𝑐
ℎ𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑐
…
ℎ0
𝑑𝑒𝑐 𝑦𝑡
𝑐𝑓𝑐𝑡
𝑐𝑤𝑟𝑑
Figure 3: The question generation model.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the question generation model
contains an encoder and a decoder. We use a hierarchical
encoder consisting of two layers to model the meaning of
each element (subject, predicate or object) and the relation-
ship between them. Since each element might contain mul-
tiple words, we use RNN as the word layer encoder to get
the representation of each element. We define the fact level
sequence as a path starting from the anchor and ending at
the candidate answer. Another RNN is used as the fact level
encoder. The last hidden state at the fact layer is fed to the
decoder.
We develop a hierarchical attention mechanism in the
decoder, which first makes soft alignment over the hidden
states at the fact layer, the output of which is further used to
attend to hidden states at the word level. Specifically, given
the decoder hidden state hdect−1, we use a fact-level attention
modelAttfct to calculate the contextual vector, which is fur-
ther combined with the current hidden state hdect , resulting
in cfct. The contextual vector is calculated through weighted
averaging over hidden vectors at the fact level, which is
given as follows, where  is dot product, hfldj is the j-th
hidden state at the fact layer from the encoder, and lf is the
number of hidden states at the fact level.
cfct = GRU(h
dec
t ,
lf∑
j=1
αtjh
fct
j ) (7)
αtj =
exp(hdect−1  hfctj )∑lf
k=1 exp(h
dec
t−1  hfctk )
(8)
Similarly, we feed cfct to the word-level attention function
Attwrd and calculate over hidden vectors at the word-level.
The output cwrd will be concatenated with hdect to predict
the next word.
Since many entity names of great importance are rare
words from the input, we use the copying mechanism (Gu et
al. 2016) that learns when to replicate words from the input
or to predict words from the target vocabulary. The proba-
bility distribution of generating the word y is calculated as
follows, in which the softmax function is calculated over a
combined logits from both sides.
p(y) =
exp(ey Wg[hdect ; cwrd]) + exp(sc(y))
Z
sc(y) = cwrd  tanh(Wchwrdt )
(9)
We train our question generation model with maximum like-
lihood estimation. The loss function is given as follows,
where D is the training corpus. We use beam search in the
inference process.
l = −
∑
(x,y)∈D
∑
t
logp(yt|y<t, x) (10)
An advantage of the model is that external knowledge could
be easily incorporated with the same mechanism as we have
described in section Incorporating External Knowledge. We
enhance the representation of an argument or a predicate by
concatenating open KB vectors into encoder hidden states.
The Paraphrasing Model
The paraphrasing model is used to measure the semantic rel-
evance between the original question and the question gen-
erated from the QG model. We use bidirectional RNN with
gated recurrent unit to represent two questions, and compose
them with element-wise multiplication. The results are fol-
lowed by a softmax layer, whose output length is 2. The
model is trained by minimizing the cross-entropy error, in
which the supervision is provided in the training data.
We collect two datasets to train the paraphrasing model.
The first dataset is from Quora dataset2, which is built for
detecting whether or not a pair of questions are semantically
equivalent. 345,989 positive question pairs and 255,027 neg-
ative pairs are included in the first dataset. The second
dataset includes web queries from query logs, which are ob-
tained by clustering the web queries that click the same web
page. In this way we obtain 6,118,023 positive query pairs.
We implement a heuristic rule to get 6,118,023 negative in-
stances for the query dataset. For each pair of query text,
we clamp the first query and retrieve a query that is mostly
similar to the second query. To improve the efficiency of
this process, we randomly sample 10,000 queries and de-
fine the “similarity” as the number of co-occurred words be-
tween two questions. During training, we initialize the val-
ues of word embeddings with 300d Glove vectors3, which is
learned on Wikipedia texts. We use a held-out data consist-
ing of 20K query pairs to check the performance of the para-
phrasing model. The accuracy of the paraphrasing model on
the held-out dataset is 87.36%.
Incorporating External Knowledge
There are many possible ways to implement the idea of im-
proving question answering with external KB. In this work,
we use external KBs (such as NELL and ProBase) to en-
hance the representations of elements in the document KB.
For instance, the argument “the sequence of amino acids” in
Figure 1 from the document KB retrieves (“amino acids”,
‘is”, “protein”) from NELL. Enhanced with this additional
clue, the original argument is a better match to the question.
Similar to Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark (2017), we use
ElasticSearch4 to retrieve facts from open KBs. We remove
stop words from tokens of each argument and predicate in
a document KB and regard the remained words as Elastic-
Search queries. We set different search option for arguments
and predicates, namely setting arguments as the dominant
searchable fields for argument queries and setting predicates
as the dominant searchable fields for predicate queries. We
save the top 10 hints and selectively use them in the experi-
ment.
We regard the retrieved facts from the external KB as
neighbors to the arguments to be enhanced. Inspired by
Scarselli et al. (2009), we update the vector of an element
ve as follows, where IN(e) and OUT(e) represent adjacent
2https://data.quora.com/
First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs
3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
4https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
arguments from the facts retrieved by object and subject, re-
spectively. In this work, f(·) is implemented by averaging
the vectors of two arguments.
ve = ve +
∑
o′∈IN(e)
f(vp′ , vs′) +
∑
s′∈OUT(e)
f(vp′ , vo′) (11)
Related Work
The task of KBMRC differs from machine reading compre-
hension (MRC) in both input and output aspects. The input
of KBMRC is the knowledge including both word knowl-
edge extracted from the document and world knowledge re-
trieved from external knowledge base, while the input of
MRC is the unstructured text of a document. The output of
KBMRC is a subject or an argument, while the output in
MRC is a text span of the document. Meanwhile, KBMRC
facilitates the accessing and leveraging of knowledge from
external KBs because the document KB is consistent with
the representation of facts in external KBs.
KBMRC also relates to knowledge-base question answer-
ing (KBQA) (Yih et al. 2015), which aims to answer ques-
tions based on an external large-scale KB such as Freebase
or ProBase. KBMRC differs from KBQA in that the origi-
nal KB comes from the content of a document. External KB
is used in this work to enhance the document KB. More-
over, existing benchmark datasets for KBQA such as We-
bQuestions (Berant et al. 2013) are typically limited to sim-
ple questions. The KBMRC task requires reasoning over two
facts from the document KB.
Our approach draws inspiration from two main classes in
existing approaches of KBQA, namely ranking based and
parsing based. Ranking based approaches (Bordes, Chopra,
and Weston 2014; Berant and Liang 2014) are bottom-
up, which typically first find a set of candidate answers
and then rank between the candidates with features at dif-
ferent levels to get the answer. Parsing-based approaches
(Fader, Zettlemoyer, and Etzioni 2014) are top-down, which
first interpret logical form from a natural language utter-
ance, and then do execution to yield the answer. Ranking-
based approaches achieve better performances than parsing-
based approaches on WebQuestions, a benchmark dataset
for KBQA. We follow ranking-based approaches, and de-
velop both a matching-based model with features at differ-
ent levels and a question generation model. More references
can be found at https://aclweb.org/aclwiki/
Question_Answering_(State_of_the_art).
Our work also relates to Khot, Sabharwal, and
Clark (2017), which uses open IE outputs from external text
corpora to improve multi-choice question answering. How-
ever, our work differs from them in that their task does not
contain document information. Furthermore, we develop a
question generation approach while they regard the QA task
as subgraph search based on an integer linear programming
(ILP) approach. Our work also relates to Khashabi, Sabhar-
wal, and Roth (2018), which focuses on multi-choice ques-
tion answering based on the semantics of a document. They
use semantic role labeling and shallow parsing of a doc-
ument to construct a semantic graph, based on which an
Key Value Hop1 Hop2
st. johns(s), is located(p) in clinton county(o) 0.597 0.721
in clinton county(o) , is located(p) st. johns(s) 0.200 0.068
the city of st. johns(s), has retained(p) its hometown quality(o) 0.058 0.087
its hometown quality(o), has retained(p) the city of st. johns(s) 0.067 0.030
the city of st. johns(s), has retained(p) while keeping pace with today 's society(o) 0.058 0.087
while keeping pace with today 's society(o), has retained(p) the city of st. johns(s) 0.015 0.004
Question: Where is st johns mi located?           Answer: in clinton county    Prediction: in clinton county 
Figure 4: Model output of KVMemNet on the dev set. We show key-value pairs in the memory, and the probabilities of each
hop used during inference. (s), (p) and (o) stand for subject, predicate, and object, respectively.
ILP based approach is developed to find the supporting sub-
graph. The difference of our approach is that predicates from
our document KB form are not limited to a predefined set, so
that they do not take into consideration the knowledge from
external KBs, and also the difference in terms of method-
ology. Miller et al. (2016) answer questions based on KBs
in the movie domain or information extraction results from
Wikipedia documents. Unlike this method, our approach fo-
cuses on entities from an external KB, our doc KB is ob-
tained via open IE, and we combine the document KB with
an open KB for question answering.
Experiments
We describe experiment settings and report figures and anal-
ysis in this section.
Settings
In our experiments, we tune model parameters on the devel-
opment set and report results on the test set. We design ex-
periments from both ranking-based direction and question
generation-based direction. The evaluation metric is preci-
sion @1 (Bordes, Chopra, and Weston 2014), which indi-
cates whether the top ranked result is the correct answer.
We further report BLEU score (Papineni et al. 2002) for the
question generation approach.
We also adapt BiDAF (Seo et al. 2017), a top-performing
reading comprehension model on the SQuAD dataset (Ra-
jpurkar et al. 2016) as a strong baseline. As BiDAF output
a span from the input document as the answer to the given
question, we adapt it to KBMRC as a ranking model simi-
larly as the approach used in previous research (Khashabi et
al. 2018). We use BiDAF to select an answer span from a
corresponding document based on a given question and se-
lect the candidate answer that has maximum overlap with
the answer span as the final answer.
Analysis: Question Answering Models
Table 3 shows the results of our two question answering
models. It is clear that KVMemNet achieves better P@1
scores on both dev and test sets than PCNet. The reason is
that candidate answers of PCNet come from the “anchor”
point along 1-hop or 2-hop paths. However, the correct an-
swer might not be connected due to the quality of anchor
detection. On the dev set, we observe that only 69.6% of cor-
rect answers can be covered by the set of candidate answers
in PCNet, which apparently limits the upper bound of the ap-
proach. This is addressed in KVMemNet because all the ar-
guments are candidate answers. Both PCNet and KVMem-
Net outperform our implementation of Bordes, Chopra, and
Weston (2014), since the latter ignores word order. We in-
corporate each of the four KBs separately into PCNet and
KVMemNet, and find that incorporating external KBs could
bring improvements.
Method Dev Test
(Bordes, Chopra, and Weston 2014) 48.6 48.0
BiDAF 65.4 62.3
PCNet 50.7 49.4
+ NELL 54.0 52.9
+ Reverb 54.1 52.6
+ Probase 54.8 53.5
+ Freebase 54.7 53.1
KVMemNet 63.4 63.6
+ NELL 64.8 63.8
+ Reverb 64.4 64.3
+ Probase 64.0 63.7
+ Freebase 64.1 63.7
Table 3: Performances (P@1) of different approaches on dev
and test sets.
From Figure 4, we can see that the KVMemNet model
attends to the key “(st. johns, is located)” for the question
“Where is st johns mi located?”. Thus, the model has higher
confidence in regarding value “in clinton county” as the an-
swer.
Analysis: Generative Models
Table 4 shows the results of different question genera-
tion models. Our approach is abbreviated as QGNet, which
stands for the use of a paraphrasing model plus our question
generation model. We can see that QGNet performs better
than Seq2Seq in terms of BLEU score because many impor-
Method BLEU P@1
Seq2Seq 11.2 41.3
QGNet 16.3 41.5
+ NELL 16.5 42.2
+ Reverb 16.2 42.1
+ Probase 16.5 41.8
+ Freebase 16.1 41.3
QGNet + PCNet 16.3 50.9
QGNet + KVMemNet 16.3 64.3
Table 4: Performances of different question generation
based systems on the test set.
tant words of low frequency from the input are replicated to
the target sequence. However, the improvement is not sig-
nificant for the QA task. We also incorporate each of the
four KBs into QGNet, and observe slight improvements on
NELL and Reverb. Despite the overall accuracy of QGNet
being lower than PCNet and KVMemNet, combining out-
comes with them could generates 1.5% and 0.8% absolute
gains, respectively.
We show examples generated by our QG model in Figure
5, in which the paths of two candidate answers are regarded
as the input to the QG model. We can see that the original
question is closer to the first generated result than the second
one. Accordingly, the first candidate ($ 61,300) would be
assigned with a larger probability as the answer.
how much does prince william make
prince william $ 61,300 receives
who is prince william
QG output:
prince william the future kingis
how much does prince william make a yearquestion:
Candidate 1:
QG output:
Candidate 2:
Figure 5: Example prediction of QGNet on the dev set, in
which the first candidate is the correct answer while the sec-
ond is incorrect.
Future Opportunities for Future Research
We conduct error analysis from multiple perspectives to
show the limitations and future opportunities of different
components of our approach.
Question Answering Model. We study the limitations of
KVMemNet by analyzing incorrectly predicted results. We
observe that the majority of errors are caused by mismatch
between the question and the key of the correct answer. One
type of errors occurs when the subject is a pronoun. For
example, the question “What is the cost of caltech’s solar-
powered toilet” hardly matches to the fact “(it, will take,
$1,500 to $2,000)”, in which the subject and predicate are
the key and the object is the value. Incorporating corefer-
ence resolution information might mitigate this issue. An-
other type of error occurs when the key is a long sequence,
in which the keyword is a part of it but not well matched
to the question. Incorporating named entity recognition and
leveraging it for question-key matching might be a potential
direction for tackling this issue.
Question Generation Model. We analyze a randomly se-
lected set of generated questions by QGNet, and categorize
unsatisfied results into two groups. The first group is gener-
ating duplicate words, which might be solved by incorporat-
ing a coverage mechanism. The second group is replicating
incomplete spans from the input. In this work, we do not de-
sign the model architecture to replicate an entire argument
to the target sequence because a subject/objective might be
too long. However, word-level copying mechanism does not
guarantee that a text span consisting of multiple words (such
as named entity) will be successively copied.
External KB Retrieval. We observe randomly selected
retrieved results from open KBs, and find that ElasticSearch
performs pretty well in most cases that balances between ac-
curacy and latency. However, there still remain many cases
in which named entities are partly matched, so that the re-
trieved results talk about totally different things. The prob-
lem can be mitigated by taking into consideration named en-
tity information in both search queries and searchable values
in ElasticSearch. Despite the retrieved results being correct
in terms of string match, some entities are ambiguous with
our current strategy unable not distinguish between them.
For instance, the retrieved results for “Louisiana” include
“(LOUISIANA, is a company in the economic sector of, ser-
vices)” and “(LOUISIANA, is a state or province located in
the geopolitical location, U.S. )”, while only the second fact
is the correct one. Incorporating a disambiguation system is
a potential solution to this problem.
Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on knowledge based machine reading
comprehension. We create a manually labeled dataset for the
task, and develop a framework consisting of both question
answering model and question generation model. We further
incorporate four open KBs as external knowledge into both
question answering and generative approaches, and demon-
strate that incorporating additional evidence from open KBs
improves total accuracy. We conduct extensive model analy-
sis and error analysis to show the advantages and limitations
of our approaches.
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